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What is Black Separatism?

*Goal of a specific black nation-state or empire with absolute control over a specific geographic area, and sufficient economic and military power to defend it.*
"...we will not dissent from American Government. We will overthrow it."
• Fraud
• Extortion
• Prison Gang Recruitment
• Paramilitary Training
• Threats against law enforcement
• Hate Speech/Street Preaching
• Formed by former Black Panthers in 1970.
  – “Take up arms for the liberation ... of black people”

• At least 60 incidents of violence between 1970 – 1976 including the murder of 13 police officers

• Joanne Chesimard (AKA Assata Shakur)
  – Fugitive since 1979
- Creation of Independent African-American Majority country in South East U.S.

- Reparations from the U.S. government.

- A referendum of all African Americans to have a choice on U.S. Citizenship
  - Emancipation Proclamation
TURN TOWARD FREEDOM
LEAVE THE STRUGGLE OF THE Ghetto
and make
A BETTER LIFE
YOUR NATION ASKS NOTHING OF YOU
BUT YOUR DEDICATION AND SUPPORT

* If you have a skill or are willing to learn one,
* If you are able and willing to work hard,
* If you are able to own a home of your own, and
* If you will support the REPUBLIC of NEW AFRICA.

Then, in a matter of months, your family can be part of one of the modern, new communities being built by the Republic of New Africa in the Deep South, the Freedman Land.

Write: REPUBLIC of NEW AFRICA
P.O. BOX 50995
NEW ORLEANS, LA. 70150
OR CONTACT:
100K
- Greater Cleveland Ohio Fruit of Islam (Cleveland)
- International Peoples Democratic Uhuru (Tampa)
- Israeliite Church of God in Jesus Christ (Tampa)
- New Black Panther Party (Newark)

336K
- New Black Liberation Militia (Atlanta)
- Fund Raising
  - Narcotics, Fraud, Copyright Infringement, Mortgage Fraud
- Gang Recruitment
- Prison Radicalization
- Crossover with other programs
- Electronic media
- Threats against LEO/infiltration
"We will protect ourselves from the force and violence of the racist police and the racist military, "by any means necessary!"

"We therefore believe that all Black people should unite and form an "African United Front" and arm themselves for self-defense."
King Samir will be giving a survival lecture on indoor and outdoor military training.

LIVE OR DIE!!!
• A movement consisting of multiple groups

• Believe they are direct descendants of the ancient tribes of Israel

• Most are non-violent
• Originated under the Black Hebrew Israelite ideology

• "The Comforter" or "Tazzaddakyah" is the divine prophet of God

• Goals:
  – Collapse the U.S. government
  – Make the whites pay for their atrocities
Questions?